UCF sent home
Baseball eliminated after crushing losses to Rice, Memphis — SEE SPORTS, A6

Yoo ho hum
Third Pirates plot to tough to follow, but aesthetics remain

UCF baseball has been eliminated from the NCAA tournament after being swept in the Regional round by Rice University. The team's hopes of reaching the College World Series were dashed as they lost all three games against the Owls.

Outdoors
11-YEAR-OLD BOY TAKES DOWN ONE FAT PIG

Magically, the 11-year-old boy managed to weigh an 800-pound pig on a scale at 7:30 a.m. He then took the pig to his backyard and taught his younger siblings how to weigh the other pigs they had caught.

Travel
CAIRO COMBATS SNAKES ON A PLANE

Cairo's airport is combating snakes on planes by installing special nets and enforcing strict animal checklists. This has led to a decrease in snake sightings on flights, providing a safer travel experience for passengers.

TUESDAY, 11 A.M.
Section B

Heard by Court Services and Enforcement, the wedding will include students from several classes. Business correspondences targeted for the job market.

Local & State

Crisp, State Leaders to Travel to Israel Next Week

In an attempt to promote business between Israel and Florida, Gov. Charlie Crist will travel to Israel next week with several state leaders. This trip is scheduled to visit local business opportunities and meet with Israeli leaders.

Nature & World

Castravelo reveals the truth about his health condition

After not being seen in public for nearly 30 months, Castravelo signed an agreement to travel to Thailand and admitted that he underwentартур surgery, which has led him not to go out.
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Kids' club packs a punch

You're boxing program hopes to teach children discipline, respect

NATASHA WORONA

The pit-bull-type of children's boxing gloves on punching bags outside a downtown Orlando gym. Inside are boys from 9 to 12 years old wearing head gear, mouth guards and ankle boxing gear.

The children are preparing for the first Platinum Gloves Tournament, which took place May 25-27 and helped raise money to continue their participation in the Angels Caring By program.

Theresa Boggs, who is home to the Angels Caring By program, which was started by boxing instructor Daniel Estrada. He is dedicated to help build self-esteem and self-confidence in children with help from the sport of boxing.

"There are a lot of children who are being watched over each other. This is how we being brother's keepers," Estrada said explaining the program's fruits.

"It's something being brought off one of the streets. It's something to take care of our family," Estrada said.

"Being at that point didn't seem important to me anymore. What seemed important to me was the fact that my family was destroyed," Estrada said.

"I was also a brother at that point and I had been involved in the program. Through his disdain, he threw a very provoking career away," Estrada said.

"It is now his mission to teach inner-city children the importance of discipline as well as being kids," Estrada said.

The organization pays for the children's equipment and their participation in the gym through donations and sponsorships.

With money raised in the Platinum Gloves Tournament, Estrada hopes to not only help current participants, but help 25 children on a waiting list begin their training.

"Ten-year-old Malik Washington has been part of the program for the past 24 months," Washington wandered into the box. This one day and began being a boxing boy. Estrada asked him to join the program.

Since Washington joined, he performs better in school, learned to focus and practice and feel proud of himself.

"When I was doing football, I wasn't focusing. When I stepped doing boxing, I want to box. It's just boxa, boxa, focus. I really want to box. When I was asked, I want to learn stuff. I'm a helping piece of it, like we at Washington said.

Anthony Quinn, 26, is an education major at Valencia Community College and a mentor for children in the program.

Quinn believes the children's schoolwork and attitude have improved since they began boxing.

"They really put a lot of attention. They really don't act up as much," he said.

"Quinn is part of the Soldiers to Scholers Program and a Central Florida program that helps workers earn college degrees in return for volunteering 20 hours a month to mentor at-risk children.

The Soldiers to Scholers Program serves the organization by recruiting children to boxing.

"I thought it was an amazing program because it was a program that not only helped our kids who came out of war, but also helped those who have gone through helping centers," Estrada said. "It's just a tremendous program to be a part of and affiliated with. I'm profoundly honored.

Clayton wishes to pursue boxing as a possible career and hopes to do it for a professional career.

"I want to be a true champion," he said.

Estrada and Quinn said that the program has helped 25 children on a waiting list begin their training.

For more information on how to help the Angels Caring By program, visit www.angelscareby.com.

LOCAL WEATHER

Today

SUNNY

HIGH: 85°

LOW: 66°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Sunny for the most part.

5 p.m. and 11 p.m., with gusts as high as 30 mph.

Tuesday

MOSTLY SUNNY

HIGH: 90°

LOW: 68°

Wednesday

ISOLATED T-Storms

HIGH: 89°

LOW: 68°

Mid Florida Dermatology Associates, P.A.
Dermatology & Dermatological Surgery

Laural, M. Meys, P.A.-C.
National Certified Physician Assistant

7626 S. Blondo Suite 103
Orlando, FL 32819

For Appointments: 407-589-0196

NEW GALAXY GIFTS

Unique Gifts

Fine Glass Smoking Accessories

Birthday

Father's Day

Mother's Day

Valentine's Day

Easter

Halloween

New Year

Anastasia Village Mall

11100 E. Colonial Drive, Suite 102
Orlando, FL 32824

For information: 407-730-5008

http://www.newgalaxygifts.com

Excellent Opportunity

Retail Sales Executive

Knight Newspapers

GANNETT

publishes local newspapers and community publications every day for the right candidate to join our team full-time in our Orlando office.

- We have outstanding products and outstanding markets!
- Short-term profit sales experience, strong work ethic and excellent communication skills.
- Basic computer knowledge, basic, complimentary benefit package including 401(k) and health.

For resumes: 407-447-4067 or e-mail KnightNewsroom@Gannett.com

For more information: 407-447-4356 or e-mail KnightNewsroom@Gannett.com
Projects benefit environment

FROM Alating a better system to remove nutrients from on-site sewage disposals, a project that, if successful, will save 80,000 per septic location, leading to a potential half-billion dollar savings throughout the country.

Wanielista is especially proud of his public health projects, which include work with the United Nations and Doctors Without Borders.

C. David Cooper, a UCF civil and environmental engineering professor, said that Wanielista is always looking for "research that helps people, not just aesthetic research."

"I think his work has made a difference in people's lives and a difference in the quality of the environment," Cooper said.

A recent public health project teamed Wanielista with Persians for Peace, creating a clay pot that turns lake water into drinking water by means of an iodized silver filter in the pot. The same solution is found in Brita filters.

Wanielista believes that the Stormwater Management Academy attracts students because of all of the good it does for people and the environment. It's "something that you can feel good about. It improves health and makes a difference in the environment," he said. "We may not attach to that." A UCF professor emeritus in engineering and a University Distinguished Professor, Wanielista returned to teaching in 2002 after spending 10 years as dean. While he didn't originally see himself going beyond teaching, Wanielista welcomed the idea of becoming dean. "I loved the idea of building the college into a very important, nationally known entity that could also help local businesses," Wanielista said.

Avelino Gonzalez, interim chair of the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at UCF, said that one of the things that makes Wanielista so deserving of this award was his ability to continue doing research while being dean of the college — something, Gonzalez said, most deans are unable to accomplish due to a lack of time.

Wanielista is also well known for writing Stormwater Management in 1978, the first book on the topic. "I feel like a pioneer," Wanielista said. "I feel very humbled in the sense that people still use it."

Five to 10 years from now, Wanielista plans to still be in the UCF area and still be helping students. "Education is a great place to be," he said. He also plans to continue his research. "I've been fortunate that when we try stuff, it tends to work," Wanielista said.
Cuba told the world that the first international surgery went by.

HAVANA - Fidel Castro declared on Tuesday that Cuba has reached the critical point where it will be able to provide a full recovery of its body and mind, but he also warned that recovery will not be easy.

After not being seen in public for nearly 10 months, Castro made the announcement by a audio file released on state radio and television.

"I have made a material contribution," he said.

In recent weeks, Castro has been recovering from a serious illness, and his absence from public events has raised concerns about his health.

Cuba, which has been a leader in Latin America and the Caribbean, is facing economic challenges due to the ongoing international sanctions imposed by the United States.

The Associated Press

---

Villanova University awarded the Gold Medal to Bono, the lead singer of the rock band U2, in recognition of his humanitarian work.

Villanova University awarded the Gold Medal to Bono, the lead singer of the rock band U2, in recognition of his humanitarian work.

Bono, who is known for his activism on issues such as poverty and AIDS, was awarded the Gold Medal by Villanova University in recognition of his contributions to the fight against poverty and disease.

The Gold Medal is one of the highest honors awarded by the university, and it is given to individuals who have made significant contributions to the world.

"Bono has been an inspiration to us all," said President M. Eugene J. Maloney of Villanova University.

The Gold Medal ceremony was held on Thursday, and it was attended by students, faculty members, and Bono himself.

"I am humbled by this honor," Bono said in his acceptance speech.

"I have always believed that music and art have the power to change the world, and that is why I have dedicated my life to using them as tools for good.

"I am humbled by this honor," Bono said in his acceptance speech.

"I have always believed that music and art have the power to change the world, and that is why I have dedicated my life to using them as tools for good.

---

The Associated Press

---

The University of Pittsburgh and the Pennsylvania State University have reached a settlement in a long-running lawsuit over the theft of research data.

The settlement, announced on Wednesday, will provide $2.55 billion to the universities and the state of Pennsylvania, which claimed that the data was stolen.

The lawsuit, which was filed in 2004, accused the universities of failing to protect research data from theft.

"This is a significant victory for the universities," said University of Pittsburgh Chancellor Larry R. Schusterman.

"We are pleased to have reached a settlement that will allow us to move forward and to continue our research efforts."
promised tuition waivers could be left paying the bill.

When the time came, Hollinger voted to keep the increase for graduate students and OU-eligible students.

"That's the only reason I felt comfortable with that vote," Hollinger said. "It was such a hard decision to make with that piece of the puzzle the..." she said in the e-mail.

Hollinger's dilemma ended when she cast her vote, but administrators and board members are still reeling from the consequences of Crist's record-setting line-item votes — votes that trimmed more than $400 million dollars from the state's budget at a time when state legislators are bounding local governments to become more financially responsible.

"I find for our students, and I find for their families," Crist said Thursday. "They are paying higher insurance rates. They are paying higher property taxes. They don't think it's right. They don't think it's right to make..."

The Board of Trustees faced a unique situation when Crist vetoed the increase "Thursday. The board was set to approve the annual budget and fee rates for other areas are directly increases in that budget. With the next about as $6 million or $7 million..."

"For the faculty to go with no raises. It's..."

Hollinger shares Hitt's viewpoint

Hollinger shares Hitt's viewpoint and it's students that are the ones that propose these partnerships. "Hollinger said. "I totally agree [with Hitt], we cannot cut insulati..."

"When the time came, Hollinger..."

"It has been a very hard..."

"It just seems like a sur..."

"It really changed my view..."
Class of Conference USA

The UCF Women's Track and Field team, represented by Victoria Chin and Freshman LaKendra Thames, traveled to 13th annual Conference USA Championships Thursday, May 3 last year in an elimination game.

The Knights lost to Memphis 5-3 Friday and 1-0 after taking the first game 5-0 in an elimination game.

The UCF Women's Track and Field team finished eight-seeded Knights in three- game series in six innings last year against the Cougars. The Knights finished 20-1 in the season and sixth in the nation. The Knights allowed five runs in 3-5 innings during the series.

But Thursday's game was completely different. Chin had second base and struck out on an infield single and second base. Kiko Vazquez hit a ground ball to short, scoring Horwath.

Good retired the first two batters of the third inning before allowing consecutive singles that put runners on first and second. The runners would come home on a wild pitch from Good. But with runners on second and third, Fanselle struck out looking to end the inning.

In the fifth inning, the Cougars loaded the bases with a single and two walks. Again, it was up to Fanselle to bring those runners home with two outs, and quite he was unsuccessful.

Tigers, Owls prey on Knights' bad pitching

Chin upset

LaKendra Thames finished the NCAA East Regionals by pitching 17 innings for the Knights.

FRESH SENSATION

Infielder Victoria Chin competed in the Conference USA Championships on May 3 after recording a personal best of 9.6 in.
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The Knights knew they couldn’t rest on this achievement. After another elimination game Friday night, they had five runs on the scoreboard and it was win or go home. It had to be his starting pitcher. Sweat has been one of the most consistent pitchers this season, including eight strong innings versus Florida State. Win. In Gainesville on April 5.

But the Knights took home the game in the bottom of the ninth inning. As the final out was recorded, a media mob swarmed the field, screaming for Chin’s and Murray when he smacked a two-run double.

The same two runs came in the bottom of the second inning, when he smacked a two-run double. There was a big turning point earlier in the game, as the Knights struggled at the start of the second inning. With one out, the Knights had a 1-0 lead, but were unable to add to it. A misplay on a foul ball allowed the Owls to score a run.

Houston’s leading hitter Jimmy Cesario said in a press release. "I felt good out there today and I just wanted to take that game over. Our pitching was excellent today and we made our team proud."

At the end of the game, he was able to appreciate the efforts of his teammates. "I am proud of the way we fought back their up at-bats and forced Michael Auer to the mound. He did a great job and I am happy with the end result," Chin said.

The Knights opened the 2007 C-USA Championship against Texas-El Paso. Chin hit a home run and scored two runs, and Stetson hit a home run and drove in two runs. The Knights scored four runs in the fourth inning, and turned a three-run lead into a five-run lead.

On May 28, the Knights finished fifth in the nation and they showed why they were good enough, even without Chin. The Knights couldn’t rest on this achievement too long. They had to win or go home.

The Knights did not qualify for the C-USA Championship last season. There are only five seniors on this UCF team. The Knights will return their top three offensive weapons (Vazquez, D'ArCY, Auer). Top two starting pitchers (Good, Sweat and Brown) will all return for the 2007 season. So there is reason for optimism about the UCF Baseball team despite its early postseason end in 2007.

"I’m glad this was a productive year for the program," Auer said in a press release. “We knew it was going to be a rebuilding year. I’ve got a group of young players, and we’re excited about the future. The Knights will be solid next season."

The next batter, Kyle Auer, reached on a fielding error by catcher Steve Auer. But the Knights didn’t qualify for the C-USA Championship last season. There are only five seniors on this UCF team. The Knights will return their top three offensive weapons (Vazquez, Auer, D’ArCY). Top two starting pitchers (Good, Sweat and D’ArCY) will all return for the 2007 season. That doesn’t look great, but it is a two-game half way improved record for the Knights.

The Knights finished with a 27-20 overall record (7-17 C-USA). The Knights did not qualify for the C-USA Championship last season. There are only five seniors on this UCF team. The Knights will return their top three offensive weapons (Vazquez, Auer, D’ArCY). Top two starting pitchers (Good, Sweat and D’ArCY) will all return for the 2007 season. That doesn’t look great, but it is a two-game half way improved record for the Knights.
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A Pirate's Life For Me

Pirates finale fails to escape the clutches of its own elaborate narrative

AGENDAS ABUND AS PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: AT WORLD'S END - completes (for now) the saga of Captain Jack Sparrow and company as they dash back and forth across the high seas in search of booty both on-and off-screen.

Yet this third installment - or rather, the second half of the first sequel - merely finds in what the title, itself, inadvertently spells out: A-W-E. Let's see if I can't keep this simple; Will Turner (Orlando Bloom) and Elizabeth Swann (Keira Knightley) team up with Captain Barbossa (Geoffrey Rush) to rescue one Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) from Davy Jones' Locker. They proceed to summon the pirate lords of the world - including Singapore's Sao Feng (Chow Yun-Fat) - for a final stand against the East India Trading Company, whose main man (Tom Hollander) has seen fit to employ Davy Jones (Bill Nighy) in his campaign to rid the seas of pirates once and for all.

Truth be told, there is a bit more business regarding Will's father, Bootstrap Bill (Stellan Skarsgard), and the goddess Calypso, but I don't have the pages to spell everything out. That task is instead charged to the likes of director Gore Verbinski, producer Jerry Bruckheimer and writers Ted Elliott and Terry Rossio.

However, the ambitions of last summer's Dead Man's Chest have returned to haunt them, as so much fuss is made in regard to tying up the byzantine plot laid out by that film that the proceedings suffer from a dire deficit of the sprightly spirit that made the first one such an unexpected pleasure.

While not the sole source of fun, Depp has undoubtedly been a crucial part in the series' appeal, and while his reappearance should prove no problem given fervid fan base and his propensity to chew scenery, his final manifestation of his own instability only distracts as the film goes on.

Variety
**OPENING THIS WEEK**

**L.A. MODE**

Get GOing with Target’s new line

JAMEI SALAMANZA

If you haven’t noticed already from my style suggesta­tions, I believe Target has been on an incredible trend since the day I made the switch.

One of my favorite concepts of Target’s new line is the easy事关lection of GO designers. It is such a good idea for them to select especially college students, who want to be the first in the budget and want to express that is what to us, new with designs from all over the world.

The GO line of affordable affable clothing and accessories from Internationally Influenced designers has just debuted year season the collection of Lulule yoga pants from London in February until April. Her styles were followed by Sara Toms, who has Puerto Rican-inspired looks from Mexico.

Then Sophie Albin entered the lineup with her sophisticated French designs from August until November. On her was Belinda Sergean with her chic Japanese fashions from the city that never sleeps, from always from February until December. And if you didn’t get the chance to stop by from February to May of this year, you just missed out on some bold designs from New York, where Liz Boshard was hard at work in her O’Hair’s Miami, New York, Patrick Reid with his mid-century modern Greco-Influenced styles on display.

Robinson’s styles are very cool. The designs vary from tons of tops, dresses, pants, shoes, and more. The styles are all unique and great looks like Aesop Chic, Michael Kors, or a more classic style with bold designs from New York, that is perfect for your next shopping day.

I love the Aesop Chic looks because it’s comfortable and elegant. A striped dress paired with an oversized jacket is a great look for summer days or nights. Another different look for summer is the Cabana Cruise look. This is a great example of how to layer your outfit. A cute skirt in a neutral pattern paired with a white vest and a thin scarf can really accomplish a fun and functional outfit for a day on campus or at the beach.

It is quite exciting to see how the GO line is that different and the articles of clothing don’t cost more than $10. This is a great way to be bold and stylish without maxing out your credit card.

Discover Joe  on his latest release Ain’t Nothin’ new

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

Joe Album: Ain’t Nothing Like It

Joe Album: Ain’t Nothing Like It

special effects seamless.

As it goes, one does, as Sparrow and others spend an inordinate amount of time pontificating on about themselves and their corresponding courses of action. Such sequences are put to good use observing a particularly flamboyant game of Risk, at which the budget portion of the final hour, more than 40 minutes, is devoted to a high-octane climax, the film seems neither worth the all time as important, nor as impressive as the original work. The first scene was us filming on the Black Pearl, holding a sword in our teeth to look rotted. It was a blast.

One could expect fans to suspend their disbelief. But the difference in the story may be hard to accept, and while the action comes in spurts, it's never enough to dismiss the effort. At World's End never quite as impressive as its predecessors on an aesthetic level, with the effects still best represented by observing a hula hoop民生. The story may be hard to follow, but it's even harder to forgive the maxim, "It's just good business." Otherwise, Verbinski and crew do keep things in line for hours on end, to see Bloom and Knightley taking over the ship so we can't get no satisfaction.

Our pirate is longer than fellow captain, Barbossa's (Geoffrey Rush) in at least as much makeup, but it's even harder to shrug off rather than admire in, with a plot too early never enough to dismiss. That in and of itself is the curse of this franchise. We were fitted for costumes for the first day, and some of us actually had our heads shaved with a tail hair piece attached to the back. Our role was Singapore pirate_ guards. They put a lot of diet makeup on us to make us groupies with gold on our teeth to look rooted.

We filmed on the Black Pearl about five miles off the coast. The first scene was us taking over the ship so we got to film scenes with Chow Yun-Fat, Geoffrey Rush, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley and Johnny Depp, who was an extra in the film as well. We were fitted for costumes for the first day, and some of us actually had our heads shaved with a tail hair piece attached to the back. Our role was Singapore pirate guards. They put a lot of diet makeup on us to make us groupies with gold on our teeth to look rooted. We filmed on the Black Pearl about five miles off the coast. The first scene was us taking over the ship so we got to film scenes with Chow Yun-Fat, Geoffrey Rush, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley and Johnny Depp, who was already a world-class movie star. We were fitted for costumes for the first day, and some of us actually had our heads shaved with a tail hair piece attached to the back. Our role was Singapore pirate guards. They put a lot of diet makeup on us to make us groupies with gold on our teeth to look rooted.

Other islands were used as the movie went near Freeport, Bahamas. The first scene was us filming on the Black Pearl, holding a sword in our teeth to look rotted. It was a blast.

Senior Scott Pausal, center, posed with World's End actor Chow Yun Fat, left, and another standout extra, Bong Chan, right, on the last day of filming on the Black Pearl.

SCOTT PAUSAL (interviewer)

I was one of 30 Orlando residents selected to be extras in Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End. In August 2005, a friend of mine told me about an Orlando casting call for the third and fourth films of the Caribbean films. They were looking for Asian males ages 18 to 60 to be extras in the film. A bunch of my friends and I went near Universal Studios, filled out some papers and took pictures that felt like mug shots. About three weeks later, I got an e-mail saying that I had been selected out of 1,000 people. Within two weeks, I was in Freeport, Bahamas. We spent one week there. I also met another UCF student, Bryan Liu, who was an extra in the film as well. We were fitted for costumes for the first day, and some of us actually had our heads shaved with a tail hair piece attached to the back. Our role was Singapore pirate guards. They put a lot of diet makeup on us to make us groupies with gold on our teeth to look rooted. We filmed on the Black Pearl about five miles off the coast. The first scene was us taking over the ship so we got to film scenes with Chow Yun-Fat, Geoffrey Rush, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley and Johnny Depp, who was already a world-class movie star. We were fitted for costumes for the first day, and some of us actually had our heads shaved with a tail hair piece attached to the back. Our role was Singapore pirate guards. They put a lot of diet makeup on us to make us groupies with gold on our teeth to look rooted. We filmed on the Black Pearl about five miles off the coast. The first scene was us taking over the ship so we got to film scenes with Chow Yun-Fat, Geoffrey Rush, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley and Johnny Depp, who was already a world-class movie star. We were fitted for costumes for the first day, and some of us actually had our heads shaved with a tail hair piece attached to the back. Our role was Singapore pirate guards. They put a lot of diet makeup on us to make us groupies with gold on our teeth to look rooted. We filmed on the Black Pearl about five miles off the coast. The first scene was us taking over the ship so we got to film scenes with Chow Yun-Fat, Geoffrey Rush, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley and Johnny Depp, who was already a world-class movie star. We were fitted for costumes for the first day, and some of us actually had our heads shaved with a tail hair piece attached to the back. Our role was Singapore pirate guards. They put a lot of diet makeup on us to make us groupies with gold on our teeth to look rooted.

I was lucky to be the one guarded Depp and that scene made it on the trailer. It was a blast.

Thursday, June 2

Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions

Enhance your summer LSAT prep:
Get 2 free hours of private tutoring!

Kaplan classes are held in thousands of locations across the country—so you can start your LSAT prep in one place and continue it somewhere else.

LSAT Classes Starting Soon!
LSOR7104: June 2, 2007
LSOR7004: July 7, 2007
LSOR7005: Aug. 4, 2007

And if you enroll in an LSAT course by May 31st you'll get 2 hours of one-on-one tutoring to boost your prep—a $250 value—free!

Higher LSAT score guaranteed or your money back: Enroll today!

Steve Aoki
AKA DJ Kid Millionaire

In the main room along with resident DJs
PAULY CRUSH & KITTENITY: MOT
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United States, Puerto Rico
Bridge leads UCF to greener future

Last week, the future featured a green bridge as students of a different sort were expected to cross. The event was held over at the university's Sustainability Office in the Student Union. The bridge, which is made of recycled plastic, was an example of the university's commitment to sustainability.

The bridge is the result of a partnership between the university and a local company that produces recycled plastic. The bridge was built to raise awareness about the importance of sustainability and to encourage students to make more environmentally-friendly choices.

According to the university's spokesperson, the bridge is just one of many initiatives the university has undertaken to reduce its environmental impact. Other initiatives include a recycling program, a campus-wide composting program, and a sustainable food program.

The spokesperson also noted that the bridge is not only a symbol of the university's commitment to sustainability, but also a reminder to students of the importance of making decisions that have a positive impact on the environment.

Whether it's through small actions like using reusable bags or larger ones like participating in sustainability events, the university is taking steps to ensure that it is a leader in sustainability.

Crist's budget axe hurts UCF students

Last week, Gov. Charlie Crist vetoed a proposal to reduce the number of UC students who would be required to take an additional course for a higher tuition increase. The veto is expected to hurt UC students who rely on this option to pay for their education.

UCF's budget axed last year, forcing the university to reduce its spending in order to stay within its budget. As a result, the university has been forced to increase tuition rates in order to make up for the loss of revenue. The increase was expected to affect up to 100,000 students.

The vetoed proposal would have allowed UC students to take an additional course for free in order to avoid paying the higher tuition rates. The proposal was supported by UC students and their families, who believe that the increase is too high and that they should not be forced to pay more for their education.

Lawmakers should live up to their own drug-testing policies

Another legislative session has passed without any action on drug-testing for lawmakers. Although the idea was raised in previous sessions, it has not been taken up again.

Drug-testing for lawmakers has been a hot topic in recent years, with some calling for lawmakers to undergo random drug testing in order to ensure that they are not using drugs while in office. However, this idea has not been widely accepted, and lawmakers have often resisted such proposals.

The lack of action on this issue is concerning, as drug-testing is an important way to ensure that lawmakers are not using drugs while in office. Without such a policy in place, it is difficult to know if lawmakers are making good decisions for the state.

Reading views

The Coalition for the Homeless is starting a pilot program that will place homeless feeding groups in some university dorms. The idea behind the program is to provide students with the opportunity to dine with homeless individuals and learn about their experiences.

UCF, as a university, has the opportunity to make a positive impact on the environment, but it is also important to recognize that the Coalition is working hard to provide a service to those in need.

UCF, as a university, has the opportunity to make a positive impact on the environment, but it is also important to recognize that the Coalition is working hard to provide a service to those in need.
Grape Juice Antioxidant Study

RIPPLE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body antioxidant status.

For your participation in this study you will receive:

- Brief Physical Exam
- Complete Blood Work
- EKG Testing
- Body Composition Analysis
- $300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy female, normal weight, non-smoking, and between 20 and 50 years of age. You must be able to participate in 2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4611

• Bilingual staff assistance now hiring!
• Attraction: Monthly and Bi-Weekly Commissions
• Contract with professional casinos.
• A $30/hr. Perks! Need car & $8 - $10/hr. Plus 10% on each sale. (An additional $30/hr. per retail sale.) 24/7 Home & Office.
• Good experience provided.

Now Hiring!
Downtown Disney!!

Unlimited cash bonuses. Sign on bonuses with over $100,000. 3 new stores will be located in downtown Disney. Energy co-op store drivers.

Call: 407-827.0110

M- F 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. Light cooking and scheduling, coordinating sales. Light bookkeeping.


Passed Class B CDL training.

Call: 407-913-8519

$1,790 per month, can be up to $2,000=

407-438-2517

ASSISTANT MANAGER, Full Time. Must have a Retail Sales/Marketing background. A $30/hr. Perks! Need car & $8 - $10/hr. Plus 10% on each sale. (An additional $30/hr. per retail sale.) 24/7 Home & Office.

Good experience provided.
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The LOFTS
LIVE ABOVE THE REST!

Leasing for FALL 2007
321-754-2000
1805 Loftway Circle • Orlando, Fl 32826 WWW.MYOWNAPARTMENT.COM

Room Available NOW! Call today

The 2007 Rabbit
Starting at $14,990
(plus options)

2007 New GT!
Leases starting at $289
month

30 Available!

4 month lease ($395 total payments, $1,000 down payment, and $275 plus tax, Title, Options, and Dealer Fee.

2007 New Passat
Leases starting at $299
month

2006 Jetta Wolfsburg Edition
Over 80 Available!

Great Deals on Certified Pre-Loved VWs!

'02 New Beetle GLS
Nice Car, Low Miles $12,900*

'93 GTI 20th Anniversary Edition and Rare $16,905*

'96 VW GTI
Nice Car, 7,000 Miles $16,906*

'04 VW New Beetle Convertible, Low Miles $19,905*

Visit us on the web at www.AristocratVW.com

The Gatherings

Four Bedrooms, Four Bathrooms, Four Leases! Conveniently located by University of Central Florida.

3961 Gathering Drive • Orlando • 407-673-4401